
Golf Course Activities – Tree Maintenance and Alien Invasive Clearing 

 
The weather since the last issue has been characterized by hot, dry and windy conditions.  Although this has helped to stop 

the rapid spread of alien invasives, it has presented a number of new challenges, primarily the falling of big branches and 

trees throughout both courses. 

 

The huge Ficus natalensis which came down adjacent to the 13th green on course one is a prime example.  Cutting up the tree 

and transporting it to our dump is labour intensive, but the pressure on the dump is far more critical.  The club constantly has 

to “push” the dump with the TLB (a big grader) to make more space and as such we are only cutting branches and trees as a 

last resort. 

 

Having said this, the basic maintenance of trees on the courses has to continue.  The constant pruning of cart paths to enable 

easy passage (this is the growing season after all and one cannot imagine how quickly the foliage grows back) as well as the 

cutting back of limbs that inhibit mower access on the fairways has kept our maintenance team extremely busy.  Further tree 

maintenance has included, inter alia, the weeding of tree bowls, replacing white stakes, basket repair, manual irrigation, 

replacing dead trees and brush cutting of long grass around trees and tree bowls. 

 

Our nursery is proving to be very successful with another three hundred trees moved to bigger bags and propagation of new 

trees continues on an on-going basis.  Trees grown two years ago have grown well and are reaching a size whereby we will 

not be reliant on third party suppliers for new stock.  We have embarked upon a tree planting exercise along the seventeenth 

fairway on course 1 which will eventually replace the Pine trees when they die or when the new trees reach a big enough 

size.  We’ve planted twelve  Cape Ash which are  magnificent tall trees, extremely attractive and produce copious amounts 

of fruit which are bird magnets. 

 

Thanks to Leon Kapp and his team, we are now planting all new trees utilizing our own compost which he produces from the 

grass clippings generated by the courses on a daily basis.  Thanks to Sue Shafto who canvassed support from a number of 

residents, we have planted (and are still planting) a number of donated trees throughout course 2.  These trees are all 

indigenous and tick our boxes in terms of providing shelter or fodder for wildlife including birds, monkeys and buck.  A 

number of Red Milkwood are included in these trees, which are ideal for sandy conditions, and are particularly welcome as 

the only mature examples we have are situated on course 1.  Besides the fact that these grow into magnificent specimens, 

they are a protected tree and very attractive to birds. 

 

Alien invasive control is in full swing during this growing season, and outbreaks of Triffid, Bugweed, Brazilian Pepper, 

Indian Laurel and Peanut-butter cassia have been reported.  We are making good progress with these, but if you spots any we 

may have missed, please do not hesitate to drop me a line on allymcwade@gmail.com.  We have also continued with 

invasive water weeds on the 2nd and 8th dams on course 2.  The weeds take over the dams in remarkably short time and 

prevent water birds and indigenous plants from utilizing the waterways. 

 

I would like to thank all residents and members for the “tip offs” both on alien invasives and fallen trees and branches.  

Please keep them coming – it is most gratifying to experience the interest which this subject has instilled in so many of you. 

 

Alistair McWade 

mailto:allymcwade@gmail.com

